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Gamebooks
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Criminal Cases for Kids
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Welcome to the Game Book
World of arsEdition�

The
original
Game
Book
portfolio:
Can
you solve
the
crimes?
discover
the titles for every
ı
ı
age-group
and with various features
Tricky criminal cases

Fun combination of varirous takes, such as puzzles, mazes and pictures

A signed soccer ball has been stolen - right out of

and her colleague Tarek are stumped for an answer
to all those riddles. Can you help them find the true
culprit? The two inspectors face a lot of adventures
during their case, so even children that dislike
reading know what will happen next! This mystery
crime is not only fun for all fans of puzzles and
riddles, but also promotes reading comprehension
the Crimes
and concentrationSolve
in children.

Also available

Historical EscapeRoom-Thriller

True Crime

Treasure Hunt
You Decide!
Ute Löwenberg, Sabine Legien (Ill.)
Solve the Crime – Goal Scorer under Suspicion
40 pages ▪ 19,5 × 26,0 cm▪ German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4908-9
World Rights available
08/2022

Sticker Books
Trouble at the Adventure Playground
ISBN 978-3-8458-4690-3

False Play at the Pony Farm
ISBN 978-3-8458-4691-0

Escape Room
Adventures
fCutting
or ChildOpen
r en

A Thief at School
ISBN 978-3-8458-4298-1

Card Games

ESCAPE

Adventcalendar
Original Escape Room Advent
Calendar
Interactiv Game Book
By bestselling Thriller authors

Secret
Mission
the showcase! Was it a player from the team or
(To-Go
Format)
could it have
been someone else. Inspector Anni

GAME BOOK WORLD

A gripping new way of storytelling
Be your own page-turner!

Abduction at the Zoo
ISBN 978-3-8458-4294-3

Advent Calendar
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Escape Room – Advent Calendar

Escape Room Advent Calendar –
The Original!
ı A spine-tingling escape thriller
ı 24 riddles: real suspense for the Advent winter season
ı For fans of puzzles, escape rooms games and crime thrillers – all in one
This is the ultimate challenge for fans of fiendish puzzles, escape room games, and mysterious crime
thrillers! Answering each riddle correctly will lead you
to the next hint of the story. A young man wakes up in a
dark cellar-room. He is alone and has no idea how he
got there or who is behind all of this. There is only one
thing he knows: he has to get out of here before it is
too late!
This Advent-thriller challenges your mind: Only if you
are able to solve the 24 riddles, you'll get to know how
the story continues the next day! What adventureous
story might be behind this gloomy Christmas trap?

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.)
The First Escape Room Advent Calendar
100 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-3271-5
Sold to: China (Simplified Chinese), France, the Netherlands
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Esc
ape Room
Room – Adv
Advent
ent Calendar

Esc
ape Room
Room – Adv
Advent
ent Calendar

ıHave a very scary Christmas
ıı Escape Room and exciting thriller combined in an Advent calendar
ı All 24 chapters present a tricky riddle that has to be solved to continue

The latest Escape Room from
bestseller author Eva Eich!

An abandoned hotel in the mountains. Ten million
euros for the winner. And a game of life or death.
The new Christmas show "Hotel Extreme" promises
real thrills: seven participants are watched by
cameras around the clock for 24 days. They have no
contact with the outside world, and food can only be
obtained by solving puzzles. But when the first
contestant lies dead under the Christmas tree, it
becomes clear how high the stakes really are. Who will
give up and forgo the ten million euros? Who is
prepared to risk their life? Could the murder be part of
the show? Or is one of the players involved?

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.)
Escape Room - The Secret of the Toy Manufacturer
112 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-3911-0
Sold to: France, the Netherlands

Gloomy catacombs. Locked doors. Dark secrets.
Right before Christmas Journalist Daniel Falk gets a
mysterious message that leads him to a man that is
laying in coma for years. As Daniel gets caught up by his
past, he is left with only one choice: He has to break into
the lost mansion of the toy-manufacturer and solve the
deadly mystery that is burried in the depth of the
catacombs...

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.)
Escape Room - The Dark Island
108 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4224-0
Sold to: France

A mysterious invitation. An island in the middle of
nowhere. And a race for strange inheritance, which suddenly turns into a game of life and death.
Right before Christmas, Marc gets an invitation to visit his
grandfather, a rich tech mogul, whom he has never met
before, on his private island. But upon his arrival on this
lost island, the old man is missing. While trying to find out
what happened to him, Marc follows a track that guides
him through the jungle, right towards devious hunters...
and towards a secret that will change everything.
Only by solving all 24 riddles you will be able to leave the
dark island!

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.)
Escape Room - The Hotel of Thousand Eyes
108 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4917-1
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Escape Room
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Find the last hint and get out alive

Escape the horror if you can
ı Become part of the story by solving your way out
ı Captivating plots with lots of twists

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.)
Escape Room - Trapped in the Snow
80 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-3930-1
Sold to: United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, Finland,
China (Simplified Chinese)

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.)
Escape Room - The Shadow of the Raven
92 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-3955-4
Sold to: France, the Netherlands, Finland, China (Simplified
Chinese)

After the death of his father, Jonas returns to his old and
gloomy home village. After spending a few days there,
Jonas gathers more and more clues pointing out that his
father might have been a victim of a murder. The snow
keeps falling and falling and prevents every possibility to
live the village, leading Jonas to think that the murderer
should still be in the village. He starts inquiring and gets
the feeling that somebody is guiding him through thanks
to mysterious riddles. Will Jonas be able to catch the
culprit and escape the village?

The reunion with her former fellow students becomes a
nightmare for Liz. Upon getting there, she gets locked in the
school. Thinking first this is a bad joke from her friends, she
soon realizes that somebody is after her life. Some clues
lead her to think that her friends are not as innocent as she
thought: They are keeping a dark secret which will bring
ruin upon all of them. A track of mysterious riddles guides
her deeper and deeper into her past...
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Escape Room – Historical Thriller

Escape Room – Historical Thriller

Dive into historical thrillers!

It is the year 1348. Dark signs of a coming disaster are
everywhere. The young cloth merchant Heinrich sets
off to Venice, trying to escape the worst. Upon his
arrival in Brixen, where he stays for a night, he gets
caught by a dubious card player who seems to be the
only one to know about a cruel secret that could
destroy the human race. Heinrich decides to uncover
the mystery in order to save his life and possibly all of
humanity.

Sandra Miehling, Gerhard Wandinger, Toni Hamm (Ill.)
Escape Room - Anno Diaboli
116 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4526-5
Sold to: France

ı An exciting historical setting
ı Lightning-paced plot with surprises at every turn
ı Detailed historical thriller that throws us back in the Middle Age
ı Learn historical facts and background thanks to the glossary

The plagues continue to spread all over Europe,
people are scared and helpless. The young cloth
merchant Heinrich is determined to find a cure. In his
search, he gets involved with a secret society:
Anatomia. Heinrich finds out that the society is
guarding a long kept secret that he wishes he never
had found.

Sandra Miehling, Toni Hamm (Ill.)
Escape Room - Anatomia
116 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4780-1
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Your choice, your destiny

True Crime

It's up to YOU!

Help investigate on real crimes
around the world!

ıDepending on your decision, the storyline changes
ıDiscover secrect evidence and code fragments

ı Successful Escape Room series meets the True Crime trend!
ı Puzzles and riddles on every true crime that are reported
ı Written by German True Crime podcasters Laura Regenauer und Sarah Fischer

site plans throughout the story

Jens Schumacher, Steffen Winkler (Ill.)
You decide! The Christmas Ultimatum
144 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4014-7

On the first sunday of Advent, an international crime syndicate issues an ultimatum to the governments of all
countries: They demand an astronomical sum in diamonds and the release of various imprisoned felons and
terrorists or on the 24th of December bombs will detonate
in 24 major cities around the world, releasing a poison gas
of unprecedented effect! The government assigns you, a
crisis-experienced ex-member of the secret services, the
task of averting the global threat. Will you succeed in
uncovering the blackmailers' network, disarming the
bombs and saving millions of lives – on time?

Two famous True Crime podcasters disappear in mysterious
ways. Mona, a budding journalist, sets out to find them.
Throughout her investigation she comes across old crimes
on which the podcasters were inquiring. Will solving those
cold cases help to find them?

Jens Schumacher, Steffen Winkler (Ill.)
You decide! The tattooed dead man
164 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4223-3

Marek Schablonski is dead! The erotic publisher lies murdered in his villa, the imprint of an unknown weapon in
his skull, a mysterious tattoo on his neck that was not
there before his death. Who killed Schablonski, how and
why?
The police is overstrained, as usual. Only one person can
solve the case: you! Slip into the role of Schablonski's
widow Iris, or play the washed-up private detective Ayrton
Lux in the world's first interactive role-playing crime puzzle! But be careful: Everyone is a suspect here – and everyone is somehow involved !

Laura Regenauer, Sarah Fischer
True Crime
120 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4581-4

Upcoming second title:

120 pages ▪ 20,6 × 15,6 cm
ISBN 978-3-8458-4996-6
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Escape Romance– For Love

Advent Escape – For the whole family

Christmas escape to go
ı An Escape Room to go in an easy handling format
ı Short, humorous stories with easy riddles

Tension from beginning to end
ı Unique entertainment and original gift idea - for fans of Jane Austen
ı 26 charming challenges in the historical ambience of Regency era

Ella von Gnatz
A Christmasy Scavenger hunt!
108 pages ▪ 15,6 × 12,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 10,00
Age: 12+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4235-6

A Christmasy Puzzle Challenge!
108 pages ▪ 15,6 × 12,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 10,00
Age: 12+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4925-6

Sophia Farago, Toni Hamm (Ill.)
The Promise of the Viscount

Stefanie Neeb, Toni Hamm (Ill.)
The Secret of the Duke

116 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-8458-5330-7
03/2023

116 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 14.00 ISBN
978-3-8458-5315-4
02/2023

After a wild night, Santa Claus has insulted the Easter
Bunny. But the joke is on Santa, because as a result the
Easter Bunny has kidnapped all the presents. What to do
now? Christmas is coming soon - can you help to get the
presents back in time?

Follow an exciting and humorous story throughout the 24
days of the Advent and solve each riddle to bring you
closer to your presents!

Do you love the charm of early 19th cen-tury English
society? Then this romantic mystery adven-ture is the
perfect challenge for you! Rumour has it in Lon-don that
the Viscount is looking for a husband for his sister. But
only those who prove themselves worthy by
demonstrating intelligence and strategic skills may officially court the coveted young lady.

Arthur shall be the perfect future husband. As the firstborn, he does not only hold the title Duke but should also
inherit all family´s assets - this should be the perfect
match for Charlet, right? But her heart belogns to the twin
brother Jasper and Charlet just hates Arthur to the core.
This forbidden love will ruin Charlet´s family. But one day,
a secret envelope arrvies and sends Charlet and Jasper to
a treasure hunt - a hunt that will lead to all emotional turmoil and turns their world upside down.
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Escape Game in Book Format

Escape mystery with special
equipment and many extras!

Escape Game in Book Format

ı Escape room game in book form: each chapter hides a tricky escape puzzle
that leads to the next chapter

ı Lots of extra material: in large format with maps, cut-out and fold-out pages
for even more excitement

All that was planned was a Geocaching search in the
forest. But suddenly the friends find themselves in a
breathless race against time. Pursued by a menacing
stranger, they get more and more into an unstoppable
vortex of cruel secrets. There is no way out ...
A completely new kind of suspense literature: this book
combines a thrilling mystery thriller with tricky puzzles
and tasks. From one adventure to the next. Only if you
manage to solve the brainteasers, you can escape! Can
you uncover all the secrets and find the way out?

Björn Berenz, Christoph Dittert, Toni Hamm (Ill.)
Trapped in Time
208 pages ▪ 17,3 × 24,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 25,00
ISBN 978-3-8458-4779-5

Check here to see
how it works:
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Card Games

Card Games

A bloody game
ı To master this game, you will need team spirit, creativity and combination-skills
ı It's possible to play multiple times (the cards don't get destroyed during the game)

Can you play your way out?
ı 50 exciting cards and a lot of riddle-fun for about 60 minutes
ı The perfect challenge for all adventurers, game-fans and big-brains

A case for you: when you wake up with your head
pounding, you know neither who you are nor where
you are. The surroundings, an abandoned old hotel in
the mountains, are strange to you. The door is locked.
How did you get here? No sooner have you freed yourself from the room than shots suddenly echo through
the old walls. Soomeone is trying to kill you. A wild
escape through the dilapidated building begings...
Will you succeed in defying the killer´s devious attakcs
and survive?

Jens Schumacher, Steffen Winkler (Ill.)
Cold-blooded Game
50 pages ▪ 10,3 × 16,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 12+
GTIN 4014489127406

Jens Schumacher, Steffen Winkler (Ill.)
Escape Room - Bloody trail
50 pages ▪ 10,3 × 16,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 12+
GTIN 4014489125068
Sold to: the Netherlands

Jens Schumacher, Steffen Winkler (Ill.)
Escape Room - Under the Abducter's Control
50 pages ▪ 10,3 × 16,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 12+
GTIN 4014489125051
Sold to: the Netherlands, Mexico

A new case for YOU: as a specialist for tricky cases you
follow a trail of packages that conatin body parts of an
unidentifiable corpse.
You manage to find the sender and face him in a remote
country house. There you have an unpleasent surprise:
you know this man! You did put him behind bars about
13 years ago - a fatefull deed for which he plots revenge.
The mad man overpowers you and drags you into a
empty room where you regain consciousness and wake
up with a revealing ticking noise that comes from a metal
band around your neck. A voice recording informs you
that you'll get a "fair" 1:99 chance of leaving this building
alive! Time is running...

The daughter of a filthy rich industrialist got kidnapped Ransom demand: 1.5 Million euros!
The Criminal Investigation Department puts YOU, their
special agent for tricky cases, onto this case. You start
with your investigations but at the place of delivery for
the ransom you get knocked down from behind. As you
get your consciousness back you find yourself chained up
in the basement of an old office building - without food or
any little hint for any plans with you. Will you be able to
free yourself, find the missing girl and get out of the
abducters' hideout alive?
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Card Games

Card Games

Puzzles fun for everywhere!
ı Space-saving format: the compact card box fits in any pocket and can be played anywhere!
ı Perfect gift: ultimate challenges for adventrurers

Escape Quiz: Fetal Love
51 pages▪7 ,2 × 10,3 cm ▪German Retail Price: €7,99
All-Age
GTIN 4014489130925
01/2023

Escape Quiz: Bloodlust
51 pages▪7 ,2 × 10,3 cm▪German Retail Price: €7,99
All-Age
GTIN 4014489130932
01/2023

Escape Quiz: Horror Story
51 pages▪7 ,2 × 10,3 cm▪German Retail Price: €7,99
All-Age
GTIN 4014489130949
01/2023

Escape Quiz: Dangerous Time Travel
51 pages▪7 ,2 × 10,3 cm▪German Retail Price: €7,99
All-Age
GTIN 4014489130956
01/2023
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Escape Room for Kids

Escape Room for Kids

The latest Escape Room for kids!
ı From the bestseller author Eva Eich!
ı With great illustrations from Toni Hamm

ı Each chapter hides a tricky escape puzzle that leads to the next chapter
ı 24 double pages to cut open, for long-lasting puzzle fun!

A big Christmas lottery is to take place at Cosmo's
school, but overnight the main prize disappears under
mysterious circumstances. A clue leads Cosmo to the
mysterious mansion on his street, that everyone calls
"the witch's house". Stories go around about the resident: a quirky and reclusive magician. But Cosmo is
determined to unravel the mystery of the spooky
mansion, and he and his school friends dare to break
into the magician's realm one night. Only the one who
solves all the mysteries will leave the witch's house
again and can save Christmas!

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.), Toni Hamm (Ill.)
The Gingerbread Trail
108 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4918-8

How to make the time 'til
Christmas fly

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.), Toni Hamm (Ill.)
The Christmas Trap
108 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4158-8
Sold to: Czech Republic, Slovakia

Eva Eich, Marielle Enders (Ill.), Toni Hamm (Ill.)
Three Mysterious Presents
104 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-3956-1
Sold to: Czech Republic, Slovakia

Mila wanted to spend the last few days before the
Christmas holidays playing games and eating biscuits,
but strange things start happening at school. Her
neighbour Max, along with some other classmates,
suddenly shows up for class completely overtired every
morning, and just won't talk about what's going on.
When Mila then also observes how a huge vehicle lands
on Max's roof and her friend is missing from school the
next morning, it is clear that Mila must uncover his
secret. Her only lead: a mysterious letter she finds in
Max's secret hiding place.

Three strange presents and a mysterious message are
the start of an unimaginable adventure for Stella and
her brother Luka. Santa Claus has been kidnapped!
Even the Christmas elves and flying reindeer have
gone missing! Only Rudolph is left and together with a
little spider called Melitta they decide to solve the
mystery and save Christmas. Will you be brave enough
to join the group for their adventure? And smart
enough to solve the riddles you will encounter along
the way? Will you be able to find Santa in time and
save Christmas for everybody?
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Escape Room for Kids
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The latest Escape Room titles from the
riddle expert Jens Schumacher

ı An amazing gamebook playable alone or with friends
ı Many different types of puzzles, combination tasks and much more

Jens Schumacher, Hauke Kock (Ill.)
Locked Up in the Secret Laboratory
112 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-5013-9

Jens Schumacher, Hauke Kock (Ill.)
Escape from the Dragon Castle
112 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4648-4

Welcome to the world of espionnage and secret missions!
The mad scientist Zaphira Zalamander is a threat to our
world. Your role will be to counterattack her dark plans by
cracking exciting puzzles and brainteasers. But be aware:
you only have a few days to save the world!

You are now sure of it: A betrayer is hidden among lecturers of the prestigious Magic Adademy. His aim is to kill the
King! But he is one step ahead of you and as he finds out
that you see through his sneaky plan, he tries to set you
up. Everybody now thinks that you stole away the magical
amulett of the castle. Can you get yourself out of jail, disrupt his plan and save the King?
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Escape Room for Kids

Escape Room for Kids

Can you escape before it's too late?

ı Each title consists of multiple rooms or locations which lead to riddles
ı With help, solutions and a scoring system

Jens Schumacher, Hauke Kock (Ill.)
Trapped in Space
112 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4474-9
Sold to: China (Simplified Chinese)

Jens Schumacher, Hauke Kock (Ill.)
Escape this Christmas Chaos!
112 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4475-6
Sold to: China (Simplified Chinese), Ukraine

Jens Schumacher, Hauke Kock (Ill.)
Locked Up in the Past
112 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-3978-3
Sold to: China (Simplified Chinese), Czech Republic,
France, Slovakia

Can you make it back to earth alive? For the first time, you
are allowed to test fly a space glider you helped to build.
But while you are doing your rounds in space, a gigantic
spaceship suddenly appears in front of you. Before you
can react, you are sucked in the belly of the huge ship.
Everything here is dark and deserted ... as if dead.
How can it be? And more importantly: How do you get out
and back home?

It is absolute chaos in the Christmas village: a goblin has
infiltrated the helpful Christmas elves! Suddenly the toy
factory's machines are spitting out only nightmarishly
hideous presents. But it only get worse when hordes of
goblins overrun the facility and capture all the Christmas
goblins, along with you. Can you break free, smash the plot,
alert Santa and save Christmas?

Professor Ethan Tusk, your uncle and renowned scientist,
has achieved the impossible: he created a portable time
machine. The PORTA-Z, no bigger than a laptop, is ready
for the first test run and you have to help your uncle.
The plan is simple: You will travel together into the past
and return after a few moments. Hand in hand, the
PORTA-Z is activated and the countdown starts. But then
your uncle has to sneeze and lets go of your hand just as
the timer hits zero. A flash and everything you know has
disappeared. Where are you – or when are you?

Jens Schumacher, Hauke Kock (Ill.)
Locked Up in the House of Ghosts

112 pages ▪ 20,5 × 15,6 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 12,99
Age: 9+
ISBN 978-3-8458-3979-0
Sold to: China (Simplified Chinese), Czech Republic,
France, Slovakia

It starts with a simple dare: you have to go into the abandoned Harkenstein Manor and take a selfie inside. The
stakes are high, because you will not only earn a lot of
respect from your classmates but also a significant
amount of their pocket money. It’s decided. At night, you
take your dog Robby, ignore all the warning signs and
enter through the suspiciously open front door. Suddenly,
the door swings shut and you hear the click of the lock!
Who locked you in and why? Will you find your way out?
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Escape Room – Sticker Adventure

Sticker your way out!

Escape Room – Sticker Adventure

ı
ı

Solve the riddles with the help of cool stickers
A big variety of puzzles and riddles that are age-appropriate and still challenging

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
The Spooky Knight´s Castle
Escape Sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-5175-4
03/2023

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
The big Christmas haunting
Escape sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-5075-7

The well-knowned researcher Dr. Findling is missing. She
visited the cursed castle to find a medieval amulet a week
ago. Since that she's gone without a trace. It is said that
the amulet once belonged to a dark wizard and that he
has cursed it. Find the missing resercher and unveil the
secret of the castle. But be aware, it will not be easy!

It's Christmas time at last! But strange things are
happening in Mr Casimir's gingerbread factory. Will you
succeed in finding out the secret and solving the mystery
of this place in time for Christmas? This will not be an easy
task...
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Escape Room – Sticker Adventure

Escape Room – Sticker Adventure

More sticker adventures!
ı Variety of exciting themes and settings
ı Playable on your own, but also as a group

Katharina Madesta (Ill.), Philip Kiefer
The flight into the unknown
Escape sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm
German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4867-9

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
The Wreck in Ghost Bay
Escape Sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm
German Retail Price: € 8,00
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4683-5

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
The Lonely Cabin in the Woods
Escape Sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm
German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4684-2

You received a new mission: escort
President Kukulele to the secret
meeting of the "Big Ten".
The robocopter is waiting for you to
take you to the president. But as
soon as you take off you get caught
in a severe storm - will you make it
tp the president?

You are on the dangerous mission to
find a missing professor. To do so,
you will have to dive down to the
mysterious shipwreck to find clues
and get on his track. Time is of the
essence: you won't have enough
oxy-gen to stay too long under
water!

You are hot on the heels of a group of
counterfeiters that are hiding in an
isolated cabin in the woods. But
tracking them down won’t be easy:
only by using your clever mind and
logical thinking you will find your
way through the forest.

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
The Mystery of the Old Mansion
Escape Sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm ▪German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4488-6
Rights sold: Czech Republic, France

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
At Night at the Museum
Escape Sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm ▪German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4229-5
Rights sold: Czech Republic

To save an animal shelter you deciede to find
a hidden treasure in an ancient mansion.
But it is not so easy. Only with a clear mind,
logical thinkg , you can find the hints hidden
behind the stickers.

You are locked in the musuem and your two tasks
are: Swap the fake exhibition piece with the original
and then escape unnoticed! With the highly alert
alarm systems, this will be anything but easy…

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
Lost in the Jungle
Escape Sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm ▪German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4487-9
Rights sold: Czech Republic, France

Philip Kiefer, Katharina Madesta (Ill.)
Jewellery Robbery
Escape Sticker
32 pages ▪ 20,0 × 26,0 cm ▪German Retail Price: € 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4228-8
Rights sold: Czech Republic

Famous climate researcher Carla Rummel and
her assistant Franco Pipetta are lost in the
South American jungle and it is your job to find
them and lead them home safely.

You find yourself in the gangster’s mansion on
your quest to find the stolen jewels and to escape
with them. But this won’t be easy. Will you find
the right way?
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Escape Treasure Hunts

Escape Treasure Hunts

Let's go on a treasure hunt!
ı Quick and easy to organise: a full kit-package with invitations, stickers, stations and even
ı recipes Can be played anywhere, inside and outside, with up to 12 children in two groups

ı Playful scavanger hunt for the youngest
ı Eight stations with different games and tasks to complete - playable inside as well
as outside

Hannah Lang, Stefanie Jeschke (Ill.)
The Secret of the Haunted Mansion
52 pages ▪ 21,5 × 28,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 15,00
Age: 8+
GTIN 4014489128922

Hannah Lang, Nikolai Renger (Ill.)
Save the Magical Creatures!
52 pages ▪ 21,5 × 28,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 15,00
Age: 8+
GTIN 4014489128915

Marlit Kraus (Ill.), Hannah Lang
Unicorns
Scavanger Hunt
52 pages ▪ 21,5 × 28,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 15,00
Age: 4+
GTIN 4014489130307
03/2023

Marlit Kraus (Ill.), Hannah Lang
Dragons
Scavanger Hunt
52 pages ▪ 21,5 × 28,0 cm ▪ German Retail Price: € 15,00
Age: 4+
GTIN 4014489130291
03/2023

The old mansion is to be knocked down. What a shame!
But you find a mysterious message revealing to you new
information that could help you prevent this. Follow the
ghosts to uncover the secret of the haunted mansion - but
hurry, there is no time to lose!

The well-known gnome Argenas, the guardian of the
magic world, urgently needs your help! Nine magical creatures have escaped. Can you find them and bring them
back safely into their magic realm? Hurry up before someone finds out about their disappearance!

Oh no! Emmi the little unicorn has lost her friends while
playing outside! Can you help her get them all back
together to the colorful hills?

Can you help the witch Jolina to protect the dragons? Her
job is to protect all the dragons in the village and if her
magic works, she can make all dragons and the residents
of the village invisible. Can you help her to make the spell
work?

Also available

Hannah Lang, Horst Hellmeier (Ill.)
The Sorceress´Apprentice
GTIN 4014489126980

Hannah Lang, Horst Hellmeier (Ill.)
Pirate´s Treasure
GTIN 4014489126997
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Escape Room – Secret Mission

Discovertothe
Welcome
thesecret
Gameagent
Bookin you
ı
World
of arsEdition!
ı

Escape fun in a handy format with many special effects
With secret messages to hatch and decipher

Criminal Cases for Kids

Can you solve the crimes?
ı
ı

Tricky criminal cases
Fun combination of varirous takes, such as puzzles, mazes and pictures

A gripping new way of storytelling
Be your own page-turner!
Adventcalendar
Original Escape Room Advent
Calendar
Interactiv Game Book
By bestselling Thriller authors

Philip Kiefer, Jürgen Blankenhagen (Ill.)
Secret Mission - Stop the Evil Professor!
64 pages ▪ 16,5 × 21,0 cm▪ German Retail Price: €8,99
Age: 10+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4787-0

Philip Kiefer, Jürgen Blankenhagen (Ill.)
Secret Mission - Find the Missing Lord
64 pages ▪ 16,5 × 21,0 cm▪ German Retail Price: €8,99
Age: 10+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4788-7

The evil Professor Malecon has striked again! He created
a machine that sends out rays to change people into...
zombies! Someone needs to activate a protection system.
Who else better than you and your colleague, the secret
agent Poppy Smart?! Together you´ll travel to distant
lands, crack tricky puzzles and put a stop to the evil
Professor Malecon.

To track down a wealthy heir despite a lack of clues?
This is a case for you and your secret agent colleague
Poppy Smart! Together you'll travel from continent to
continent, crack tricky puzzles and stay on the trail of the
missing lord.

A signed soccer ball has been stolen - right out of
the showcase! Was it a player from the team or
could it have been someone else. Inspector Anni
and her colleague Tarek are stumped for an answer
to all those riddles. Can you help them find the true
culprit? The two inspectors face a lot of adventures
during their case, so even children that dislike
reading know what will happen next! This mystery
crime is not only fun for all fans of puzzles and
riddles, but also promotes reading comprehension
and concentration in children.

Also available

Trouble at the Adventure
Playground
ISBN 978-3-8458-4690-3

False Play at the Pony Farm
ISBN 978-3-8458-4691-0

A Thief at School
ISBN 978-3-8458-4298-1

Abduction at the Zoo
ISBN 978-3-8458-4294-3

Ute Löwenberg, Sabine Legien (Ill.)
Solve the Crime – Goal Scorer under Suspicion
40 pages ▪ 19,5 × 26,0 cm▪ German Retail Price:€ 8,99
Age: 8+
ISBN 978-3-8458-4908-9
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